Pulse fluorimetry study in polarized light of DNA-ethidium bromide complexes.
In previous works, a quantitative analysis of the fluorescence anisotropy decay, based on a comparison of the experimental measurements with a Monte Carlo simulation of the excitation energy migration, has been shown to provide the value of the unwinding angle of the DNA helix, induced by an ethidium bromide (E.B.) molecule intercalation. In the present work some of the characteristics of the model used in the computation are reexamined: namely the influence of the direction of the E.B. electronic moment, and the influence of the dye distribution along the DNA helix are studied. The computations are compared with experimental results obtained with new experiments performed with calf thymus and micrococcus lysodeikticus DNA-E.B. complexes. It is found that the difference in base composition of these DNA does not influence the fluorescence properties of their E.B. complexes. Our study confirms the validity of the dye distribution obtained with the single adjacent excluded site principle. Reasonable values of the unwinding angle are obtained by assuming that the transition moment direction lies along the great axis of the E.B. molecule. The value of this unwinding angle is compared with other values proposed in the literature.